
APPLICATION CASE 
STUDY

Client: Aim to Recycle Ltd.

Profile: Paper recycling facility

Machine: Anis Baler

Machine type: Hydraulic compactor

Oil: Hydraulic fluid (mineral)

Type: GB Lubricants Unipower ISO VG 46

Reservoir: Approx. 1,500 litrespp

Operating temp: 54°C (69°C prior to NTZ)

Type of NTZ system fitted: OLFS58/1

Particle count before NTZ :  ISO 22/21/19

Dirty and dusty environments are
particularly harmful to hydraulic systems.
Solid particle ingress through both the filler/ /

Particle count after NTZ : ISO 20/18/14

% Dirt Reduction: 74%
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breather and damaged seals, as well as poor
housekeeping practices, can all play their
part in causing hydraulic component failure
which can be exceptionally costly.

The hydraulic compactor at Aim to Recycle’s
Felling site was suffering from intermittent21642

Particles per 1ml hydraulic fluid

Felling site was suffering from intermittent
valve problems and overheating, which was
resulting in lost production. After contacting
NTZ’s UK importer, Antech Hydraulics Ltd, for
a solution to their problem, it was decided
that the best course of action was to fit an
OLFS (Off Line Filter System) to remove
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contamination from their oil. Following re‐
sampling of the oil two months later, there
had been a significant decrease in solid
contamination across all particle sizes. The
net result is that the oil temperature has
been reduced by 15°C, prolonging the life of
the oil and there have been no further
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the oil and there have been no further
incidences of valve problems.

Aim to Recycle. Ltd is a full service recycling
company based in the North East of England.
They handle several type of materials,
including paper, wood, metals and plastics.
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UK Importer: Antech Hydraulics Ltd, Cocker Ave, Poulton Industrial Estate, Poulton Le Fylde, Lancs, FY6 8JU
Tel: 01253 890037 | Fax: 01253 890073 | Email: ntz@antech-hyd.co.uk

The Aim to Recyle account is handled by
Soltech, the North East distributor of NTZ
products.
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